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The reliable choice in size reduction equipment.

smgl/mgl series



Introducing the SMGL/MGL

portable ginders.

Reliable, high performance 

in a compact, portable design.

smgl/mgl series
Only from Matsui.

smart design enhances productivity
The SMGL & MGL pack a lot of smart engineering
into little grinders. Combining low-speed, energy-
saving, granulating technology with primary and
secondary blades, the SMGL & MGL grind to a con-
sistent size. Dusting and cutting errors are reduced,
and no “longs” can slip through. This results in
regrind that flows more consistently into your pro-
duction, moving easily through your material han-
dling systems and molding with fewer rejects.

quiet, safe operation
The SMGL incorporates a steel damper plate to sig-
nificantly reduce noise, so it operates quietly and
efficiently. Units are also equipped with two limit
switches and an emergency shut-off button. An inte-
grated thermostat helps prevents the motor from
overheating.

small footprint and portable design
The SMGL has a tiny footprint, so it easily glides
into place, tucking neatly into a convenient, out of
the way place, or snugly up against a machine.

easy-to-clean and virtually 
maintenance free
Stainless steel components and easy-clean design
make changing material and color a snap. And both
units are screenless, so there is even less mainte-
nance and no screen to wear out and replace. The
smart, simple design means years of reliable, main-
tenance-free operation.

Take a look at what the new SMGL & MGL offer:



Superior grinding technology that enhances productivity.
now in a compact portable design.

Say aaaah! The new MGL lets you spread it
“wide-open” for fast, easy clean-
ing, and product and color
changes. The unit “unfolds”
to completely, and safely,
expose every nook and
cranny so you
can quickly
clean and
prepare for
the next
job without
worry of
contamination.

SMGL grinder is easy to clean, economical to use
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Clean up and resin changes are fast and
easy. The SMGL opens wide to

expose grinding cham-
ber and blades.  And
stainless steel parts
clean up fast and
reduce maintenance
costs. Low speed cuts
energy costs. Various
blade sizes are available
to help create re-grind
that flows smoothly into

production. 

MGL Grinder with the new “wide-open” design.

Cutter casings simply
lift out for cleaning.
No tools needed.         
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model SMGL-100U SMGL-200U SMGL-300U MGL-100U

power (volts) 230 or 460

motor capacity (hp) 1.0 2.0 3.0 1.0

rotating speed (rpm) 22.5

rotating cutters 3

crushing cutters 2

bed cutters 3

guide plates 3

size of runner chute (inches) 10 x 9 10.5 x 13.5 18.5 x 15.5 10 x 9

effective cutting chamber dim (inches) 10.5 x 10 13.5 x 11.5 16 x 16 10.5 x 10

machine dimensions (inches) 29 x 18 x 52.5 32.5 x 23.5 x 60 49.5 x 23.5 x 63.5 29 x 18 x 52.5

cutter size (mm) 4 x 5 5 x 5 6 x 7 4 x 5

weight (lbs) 396 606 992 396

breaker capacity (amps) 20

kkb suction hopper (ft3) .14 .32 .35 .14

options:

skb suction hopper (ft3) .14 .32 .35 .14

collection tank .70 1.70 1.97 .70

level sensor HL-400

signal light ET-200-1


